Group home pages do not work under sefurl

Description

```php
if ($prefs['limitedGoGroupHome'] == 'n' || $url == $prefs['site_tikiIndex'] || $url_path == $prefs['site_tikiIndex'] || basename($url_path) == $prefs['site_tikiIndex'] || ($anonymous_homepage != '' && ($url == $anonymous_homepage || $url_path == $anonymous_homepage || basename($url_path) == $anonymous_homepage)) || ($tikiIndex_full != '' && basename($url_path) == $tikiIndex_full)) {
    for $prefs['limitedGoGroupHome'] == 'y'
    the sefurl will not match
}
```

Solution

when running on $prefs['limitedGoGroupHome'] == 'y' one needs to set the anonymous group home
it is not always obvious how, especially under sefurl

for me the solution was
http://tiki-6.1/Home
another spicy example: http:Kezd%C5%91lap

Suggestions:
- enhance the Hint next to the group home field.
- add http://tiki-6.1/Home and http:Kezd%C5%91lap as examples
- if limitedGoGroupHome is set, and the anonymous group home is not set, it may show a warning in the admin area
- in admin/navigation it shall say that the anonymous group home shall be set even if this is close to obvious

Importance
7

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Hi Gergely,
could you please describe the problem?
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